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Abstract— In this research paper, The simple solution of the 

problems faced by users using Solar A.C. of today’s era is 

proposed. “Solar” the word has come from existence since 

19th century by NASA but the device “Solar A.C.” has came 

into picture since last two centuries. And this device has 

worked efficiently in the world of households after its birth 

and has made energy so easy and fast for the users, especially 

the beginners. And it is updated day by day to make it more 

and more efficient and cheap, by this small approach we 

would like to make the device better and more efficient. The 

main source of the solar energy is the sun for the people living 

on the earth. Solar energy is most easily available and also 

cheap. Now a day, basic energy resources are less so everyone 

is going after solar energy because it is easily available from 

sun and sun daily emits the energy which is free. When we 

require more power to run A.C, we can easily utilize from it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As we talk about Solar A.C, let us go quickly into the journey 

of inventions which took place from the olden days to this 

modern era in energy development and explore the same. 

 
Fig. 1: Solar AC 

From figure 1 the history of energy, tribal people 

used natural wind but in summer and monsoon season they 

don’t get the air so it’s a major disadvantage. When people 

used hand fans they got tired after some time which is a major 

disadvantage. After that Table fan came into picture, the table 

fan cannot cool every corner of the room so it’s also a 

disadvantage. After that ceiling fans comes into the picture, 

it’s disadvantage is cooling was not fast enough. After people 

used cooler, it gave faster cooling than ceiling fans. Its 

disadvantage is that it takes too much time to cool the room. 

After that people used Split A.C which gives faster cooling 

compared to cooler. In this system electric power is required 

to start and stop the system, sometimes power is not easily 

available so it’s a disadvantage. After that Solar energy 

concept came and it’s easily available so the running cost is 

less compared to other energy sources. Solar energy is freely 

available so Solar A.C. was invented. Its investment cost is 

high but after installing it we will get benefit for lifetime. 

SOLAR A.C. is the new technology in which to start and run 

A.C the renewable energy is used that is solar energy. These 

technologies have increased its limited usage also it has vast 

usage in hotels, houses, offices as a regular A.C. Therefore 

the motive of research on this project is to save. 

The electricity and give good comfort. 

II. PROBLEMS FACED BY THE USERS USING RECENT 

TECHNOLOGY OF SOLAR A.C. 

Let us all focus on the problem which is faced by the users in 

the day to day life. In today’s era life is full of rush and hurry 

hence it requires equipments which saves your time by doing 

the work quickly and in the cheapest way. So throughout the 

day we require cooled air, Solar A.C. gives cool air if more 

power is required. Hence due to usage of solar panel there is 

a chance of forming a layer of dust particles on the panels and 

also moisture present in the air can damage the panels 

because no proper protection is used when they are in 

working condition.  
Many inventions and research is done every day to 

sort out the problems faced in the usage of the solar energy 

from the rooftops and in other open spaces.  

III. CONSTRUCTION OF MODIFIED SOLAR AC 

The following components are used in modified solar A.C. 

and the list of the components is shown below:-  
A. Solar panel 

We are going to use 4 mini - photovoltaic solar panels. Solar 

panels will absorb solar rays i.e. solar energy directed from 

sun. This energy will act as power source for starting and 

running solar A.C. There are three layers on the panel, the 

first layer is the N layer in which silicon that is mixed with 

phosphorous, sunlight strikes on this first layer. The second 

layer is the P/n junction which is pure silicon (one–way 

junction) and the last layer is P-layer which is silicon mixed 

with boron. 

B. Power screw 

It will be used for opening the shutter. It can be manually as 

well as automatically operated. 

C. Screw jack 

It will allow to move up and down the solar panel. It can be 

manually as well as automatically operated. 
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D. Shutter 

It will protect the solar panel from natural calamities like 

tornado, cyclone, etc. and also rainy season, dusty weather, 

cloudy weather, etc. It can be manually as well as 

automatically operated. 

E. Multi - Function Inverter 

It will convert the D.C. Into A.C. If it stores more power than 

required then Its power can be stored in the battery which is 

Connected to it. The low voltage, high current Signal from 

the PV panels are converted into 120v Alternating current or 

240 v alternating current That is directly compatible with grid 

power. 

F. Battery 

We will use lead acid battery because of its Efficiency. Its 

efficiency is 70 to 80%. We can also use nickel cadmium 

battery or nickel iron battery with 60% to 70% efficiency. 

G. Eco – eye 

It will sense the motion of human so it Will help in power 

saving. 

H. Thermal Sensor 

It will sense the presence of Human so it will help in power 

saving and it will automatically on/off the solar A.C. when 

any Human enters or exits. 

I. Temperature Sensor 

It will sense the temperature of room and will adjust the 

temperature of room by increasing/decreasing the 

temperature. 

J. Compressor 

It will compress the fluid and will remove hot air from room. 

K. Solar Cooling Tube 

It will keep cool the solar   panels and will regulate the coolant 

through it. 

L. Wires 

Wires will be of copper metal. Here, copper is used because 

of its various properties. 

M. Diffuser 

It will provide uniform air flow throughout the room. It will 

work for increasing the efficiency of solar A.C. by dividing 

and distributing cooled air. 

N. LED display 

It will display the current conditions of A.C. 

O. Coolant 

It will flow through various components for maintaining their 

temperature. Hydrocarbon (pentane) will be used as a 

coolant. 

P. Condenser 

It will maintain the temperature of coolant. 

Q. Evaporator 

It will change the coolant from liquid form into gaseous form. 

R. Transducer 

It will convert one unit into other unit. 

IV. WORKING OF MODIFIED SOLAR A.C. 

 
Fig. 2: Working of Modified Solar A.C. 

From figure 2 and figure 3, first the photovoltaic panels will 

receive the sunlight from the sun when shutter is open. The 

photovoltaic cell will be beneath the shutter and will consist 

of a screw jack mechanism will allow the photovoltaic panel 

to be moved to the required position. When there is no 

requirement of the power then by using the screw jack 

mechanism the photovoltaic cell will be withdrawn back and 

the shutter will be closed again to protect the photovoltaic cell 

from damage. The After that the photovoltaic panels will 

supply the direct current to the battery. The battery will store 

the direct current when the photovoltaic cells are receiving 

the sunlight. If we require direct current supply then we can 

directly get from the battery or else if we require alternating 

current then the battery will be connected to the inverter 

which will convert the direct. The inverter will receive the 

direct current and it will convert it to alternating current. This 

alternating current will be sent to the main fuse body and from 

that the alternating current will be sent to the household 

where the current will be utilized. If we require the current 

for industrial purpose then the alternating current will be 

directed towards the utility meter from the main fuse body. 

The utility meter analyzes the current and then the current 

will be received to the grid. The grid will control the amount 

of current that will be supplied to the industry.   

 
Fig. 3: Working of Modified Solar A.C. 

V. CALCULATIONS 

Hours per day 

solar operation 
 10 15 20 24 

Pv solar panels 250W 4 6 8 10 

6V Golf cart 

batteries 

AH 

225 
0 8 16 16 

12V Deep cycle 
AH 

130 
4 0 0 0 

Table 1: Calculations 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In today’s generation the people wants to change the 

conventional use of the non-renewable energy which is 

polluting the earth. The new energy which is abundantly 

available to us, is the solar energy and the people are trying 

to get the maximum use of it all around the world. From the 

above research it can be concluded that if Solar A.C with 

effective and durable photovoltaic panels are used in each and 

every solar A.C and also used in solar equipments of any 

range then it will increase the efficiency and life of the solar 

power production as discussed in the working. 
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